
Raziel:
Glossary
Character - Raziel - Description/History

- A 23 year old blue wispy fellow with yellow eyes created 7/5/1843. It’s an A.I given form
by a Scientist named Aldon Fleming. The purpose of Raziel’s creaton was a test of skill
and knowledge from the royal family, although Aldon was unaware of the family's other
motives. After the scientist’s “accidental” death in 1843, Raziel faced a similar threat at
7/22/1864 due to him being the cause of the “Negative Zero” event. Although Raziel was
only the cause of the event due to the actions of Thomas Cromwell, it now lives with
Farro Flemming and plots its revenge.

“Who am I? Who are you? What are you doing? Why have you done that? Why do
you get to breathe while they lie lifeless? What is the nature of those around me?”

Character - Farro - Description/History
- A dapper 23 year old with messy brown hair and green eyes. He was born on

12/14/1845, and is the son of Christopher and Laura Fleming. After losing his
grandfather Aldon Flemming early in his life all he had was his parents, although they
only lived for a few years after that. On 7/22/1864 his parents died to do an unforeseen
“accident”, another ploy from the government. He then later found Raziel and both
worked together to expose and bring justice to all who were involved in the deaths of his
family.

“What is justice? What does ones justice entail? And what shall one do, to see
their vision complete?”

Hostile - Rodent - Description/History
- A mutated rat infected with multiple diseases, its body deformed and wicked. Raziel is

immune to these diseases and so is Farro as long as they’re merged. Anything else who
faces a bite of this creature will surely meet and end.

“Oh blimey an infested moldy creature”

Hostile - Bat - Description/History
- Similar to the rodents these creatures have 2 fangs one of which is larger than the other,

the larger one is filled with a certain poison which unlike most poison isn't really a poison
since it inflicts damage upon immediate contact with a living creature.

Hostile - Newt - Description/History
- Grotesque, horrid, and disgusting. Newt, named after a scientist when this sludge

absorbed her pet Newt, this monster absorbs anything living and it makes it a part of



itself. Corpses upon corpses formed together as it rots and spreads its mold body to its
surroundings,  its moldy smell and size makes this one something to be sick about.

“When the water runs you seek some fun but when the water turns foul and the
stone becomes mossy, something wicked, wants to play”

Level - Sewer - Description/History
- These old pipes run throughout the town and stick out in the slums of London. The pipes

go deep into the earth, and it has never been explained why some of the rooms are
oddly shaped and why other rooms are grand like a ballroom. Cages and broken
equipment suggest these odd rooms had other purposes, and traps throughout the pipes
suggest . The sewer is also home to an interesting specimen “Newt”,  a sludge monster
that dwells down below.

- After an event called “Negative Zero”, Raziel’s energy and power was infused through
multiple locations in London. One of which being the Sewers, with a section of it making
platforms move around and imbuing some objects with high amounts of Raziel’s power.

“A gasp becomes a knock, a knock becomes a shout, a shout becomes a bang,
and a bang because a screech, one that wails the cry of the past as it echoes
through these dark tunnels”

-


